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Asymptotic Expansions of Integrals

of Certain Rapidly Oscillating Functions

By U. Banerjee, L. J. Lardy, and A. Lutoborski

Abstract. An expansion in terms of powers of m"1 is given for integrals of the form

(,¡ f(x)w(mx)dx, where m is a positive integer, w(mx) is an integrable rapidly oscillating

function with period m~l, and f{x) is a smooth function.

1. Introduction. Asymptotic expansions in terms of powers of m~l of the Fourier

coefficients

/   f(x)cos(2mmx)dx    and     /   f(x)sin(2mmx) dx,

of a smooth function f(x) are well known. For example, they are discussed in [5]

and [6]. The purpose of this note is to derive similar asymptotic expansions for

integrals with more general periodic rapidly oscillating factors in the integrand. Such

integrals occur as energy integrals in the study of elastic properties of composite

materials [2].

Let w be a real function belonging to Ll[0,1], and let it be extended by periodicity

to all of R with the extended function denoted by w. It will "be assumed that the

moments of w,

J(k=J(k(w)=[lykw(y)dy,        k > 0,

are known. We shall consider integrals of the form

(1-1) I"'(f)= C f(x)w(mx)dx,

where m is a positive integer and f(x) is smooth.

The following result on the limiting value of Im(f) is classical [2, p. 9].

Proposition 1.1. Ifw e Ll[0,l] andf^ L°°[0,1], then

(1.2) lim /"■(/) =Jf0(w)(1f(x)dx.
m—» oc •'o

It is natural to search for an asymptotic expansion of Im(f) in terms of powers of

m'1. Such an expansion is developed in Section 3. Section 2 is devoted to pre-

liminary results.
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2. Expansions of Euler-Maclaurin Type. When the integral of a product is

expanded using integration by parts, certain auxiliary functions and their mean

values arise naturally as in [4, p. 210]. In this section these are introduced and are

represented in terms of Bernoulli functions and Bernoulli numbers. The Bernoulli

numbers are denoted by Bn, the Bernoulli polynomials by Bn(x), and the Bernoulli

functions, the periodic extensions from [0,1) to all of R of the polynomials Bn(x),

are denoted by Bn(x), [1, p. 804].

Definition 2.1. Set p0(y) = w(y) and ot0 = Jt0(w). For y e [0,1], define recur-

sively for j > 0,

(2.1) Pj+Ay)=f [aj-Pj(u)]du,

(2.2) a+1 = f pj+x(y)dy.

Clearly,

(2.3) pj(0) = 0=/>,(l),       ;>1,

and

(2.4) Pp(y) = (-l)'^[«y„, - Pj-i(y)],      1 < i <j.

Proposition 2.2. If g e Ck + l[0,\], then

(2-5)    f g(y)w(y)dy= £ «/ g^(y) dy + f pk+1(y)g<k+»(y) dy.
Jo /=0   Jo ■'o

Proof. For 0 < j < k, in view of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), integration by parts yields

Í1 h - P,{y)\ g(J)(y) dy = -f P7+1(>')gü+1)(>') rfv-
•'o •'o

Thus,
k     i

E /! [«,-^(j)]g°)(^)^ = -E/1^+i(>')g0+1,(>')^.
/=o-/o ^o-'o

After cancelling terms common to both sides, this last equation simplifies to (2.5).   D

This expression for the integral of a product of two functions can also be

developed using similar ideas from [4, p. 210].

Formula (2.5) for w(y) = cos y (or sin y) is well known and was used in [5] and

[6].

Proposition 2.3. The coefficients ak are related to the moments Jt'k by the formula

(2.6) ^.i-fcf-^      k>0.
Proof. Consider formula (2.5) with g(y) = Bk(y). From [3, p. 48], this gives

Ç Bk(y)w(y)dy = akk\.

Formula (2.6) now follows by substituting for Bk(y) the expression [4, p. 6]

Numerical values of the coefficients in (2.6) for 0 < k < 5 are shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1

ak in terms of the Jt /

«o = ^o

a{ = -\Jt'0 + Jtx

a2 = yíJÍq — \Jtx + \Jt2

a3 = u.Jtx — \Jt2 + \Jt3
_     _L Jt'0 + 24^2 ~~ iV^'3 +" 720-/" 0 24-« 4

«5  =   -720-^1  +   72*^ 3 48^« 4 ^   120"" 5+

It is also easy to obtain a recursive relation between the coefficients a- and the

moments Jt ¡ which might be useful in some situations. These formulas are given in

the next proposition.

Proposition 2.4.  The coefficients ak are related to the moments Jt'.  by the

following form ulas :

For k odd,

(2.7)

Fork even

ak = -2"

(2.8) «a = 2"

h%M)

j(k

(*-3)/2 22y+l

^+    y?0    (F^T)!"^1
•a.

(k-2)/2
22'

ii^nîJ^-   A   (,-2y+I)i-
Proof. Let g(^) = ( v- - 5)*. On the one hand, by expanding the binomial power,

the integral on the left in (2.5) can be expressed as

(2.9) f w(y),-!)'-£(*
1 \k~j

2 ^-

On the other hand, for this choice of g(y), the expansion on the right in (2.5)

reduces to

(2.10) iajj1g^(y)dy= ¿« kl 2^-^(1+(-l)k~J).

y = 0 ° 7 = 0        l* i   +   U'

Equating the expressions on the right in (2.9) and (2.10), solving the resulting

equation for ak, and considering the separate cases of k odd and k even, will yield

formulas (2.7) and (2.8) respectively.   D

Proposition 2.5. The functions pk( y ) have the following integral representations

(2.11) pk(y) = ak + •^T-/o1 Bk(y - u)[a0 - w(u)] du.

Proof. The arguments in [4, pp. 15-17] remain valid under the more general

hypothesis that the function / has a derivative of order v in Ll[0,1], because the

operations of integration by parts are justified also in this case. Thus, from [4, p. 17]
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with v = k and / replaced by pk, and using (2.3) and (2.4),

— f p[k)(u)Bk(y- u)du = -pk(y)+ ( pk(u)du.

In view of (2.4) and (2.2), formula (2.11) follows immediately.   □

Proposition 2.6. The functions pk( y ) are given in terms of the coefficients aj by the

formula

(2.12)    Pk(y)= Íak_}-=^y^ + 1^^l\y-u)k-lw(u)du.

Proof. The proof is by induction on k.

Note first that

/     I   (u — v)      w(v) dvdu = t I   (y ~ u) w(u) du.
J0   J0 k J0

Formula (2.12) is easily verified for k = 1.

If (2.12) holds for some k > 1, then

Pk+i(y) = f [«*-Pk(u)]du

k I    i\J'-l /   ,\*

*' - ¿«'-'(TTnT-"'*1 "AH"(" - ■>'-»(.>**
A + l f_lV'_1 f_l')/l' + 1    ,y

/ = i V- K-      Jo

Thus (2.12) is valid for k + 1.

3. The Asymptotic Expansion Formula. In this section an asymptotic expansion

formula is established for integrals of the form (1.1). Let m be a positive integer and

set Xj = i/m for 0 < i < m.

Theorem 3.1. //we Ll[0,l] andf^ C* + 1[0,1], then

(3.1) f1f(x)w(mx)dx= T,m-JaJf1f^(x)dx + Rk+ltm,
Jo 7=o yo

where for k > 1,

(3.2) \Rk + lJ^%(2mmy(k + l)\\wU(k + \)\\f^\\x,

with Ç(k + 1) the Riemann zeta function, and for k = 0,

(3.3) \RlJ^2m-l\\w\\l\\f^\\x.

Proof. First write

»i-i    x

f   f(x)w(mx)dx=   E   /       f(x)w(mx)dx.
Jo ,_o ^

Making the change of variable y = m(x - x¡), setting g¡(y) = f(x¡ + m~xy), and

using the definition of w(mx), we obtain

m—1 .

(3.4) ( /(x)iv(wx)Ä =  Ew_1í g,(>')w'(j')¿>'-
yo ,-_o        ■'o
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Since g,(y) e CA + 1[0,1] and gjJ)(y) = m-Jfu)(x¡ + m^y), from (2.5),

/' g,(y)w(y) dy=Í a,/1 g^\y) dy + f Pk+1(y)gjk+1Ky) dy.
Jo /=0    •'o •'o

Changing the variable of integration back to x yields

Ç gÁy)*(y)<fy = E aJm1-jf'+1f^(x)dx
(3.5) ° 7=o

+ m-kfX'+lpk + 1(m(x-Xi))f<k^(x)dx.

Let the function pk + x be extended from [0,1] to all of R by periodicity, with the

extended function denoted by pk+x. Substituting (3.5) into (3.4) then yields

r\ k rl      ■

j   f(x)w(mx) dx = E aim ~JI   f^j)(x)dx

+ m-(k + l) C pk + x(mx)f(k + l\x)dx.

The bound (3.3) is immediate.

To establish the bound (3.2), note that

\Rk+l.m\^^k^\\Pk+x\\xi1\rk^(y)\dy.

By (2.11),

[ak-Pk(v)]dv\=-r^\f   /   Bk(v- u)[a0- w(u)]dudv
,o I     K- Ko   Jo

1      rl I  f.Y — I
< 77 /    |a0-w(w)|   /   J5ä(ü - m) ¿ft; ¿u.

k\ J0 \J0 |

Using the Fourier series representation for Bk [1, p. 805], it follows that

OC -.
-<* + l) v-       1

/"■ ̂ (d-ii)*/« < 4k\(2m)'(k + 1) E "
lyo /=i;

k + \
j' '

Thus,

ll'*+l(7)l<8(2»)-<*+1)i,(* + l)||w|i,

which completes the proof.   □

Corollary 3.2.   If f ^ C°°[0,1]  and if there exists a constant C such that

\\fik)\L < C for all k > 0, then for m > 1,

|    /(jc)tv(rW.¡c)í¿C =   Yjm   j(xi\    fU)(x)dx.

For functions f(x) whose derivatives at 0 and 1 are readily computed, it would be

tempting to use the finite series

aj1f(x)dx+ ¿«-^[/ü-'Hl)-/^)],
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as an approximation of Im(f). However, in the absence of an acceptable bound on

the remainder Rk + im, this can be dangerous. Indeed, in general situations, it is not

uncommon to have Rk + lm diverge as k -> oo. An excellent discussion of the pitfalls

in using asymptotic expansions directly in numerical integration is given by Lyness

in [5].

The form of the asymptotic expansion for the case of an oscillating factor which

comes from a function originally defined on [0, Y] and a smooth factor defined on

[c, d] is given in the following corollary.

Corollary 3.3. Let w e Ü[0, Y], f e Ck+l[c, d], and let a, andpj be generated

via (2.1) and (2.2) with w(y/Y) = w(y). Then

fdf(x)*(mx)dx= E (%)Jaj£f<J>{x)dx

+ (fl)k + lfjk + x(x)fk^(x)dx,

where w is the periodic extension of w from [0, Y] to R and

Pk+Ax) =Pk+i[j(x- c) -/)

for c + iY/m s£ x < c + (i + l)Y/m.

Finally, we note that the expansion formula (3.1) is related very closely to the

corresponding formula that results when w is replaced by its image under the

orthogonal projection of L2[0,1] onto the subspace of polynomials on [0,1] of

degree at most k. To see this, let Tlk denote the orthogonal projection. Then TLkw

can be written as

(ukW)(y)= £yJy-VJ
7-0 V

(Ukw)(y),^y - jj'\ =/w(y),(y - i)'\     forO < i < k,

Since

the coefficients yk , are related to the moments Jtj(w) by the system (see (2.9))

Also, for 0 < j ^ k,

JtJ(Ukw)= f yj(llkw)(y)dy= C y^w(y) dy = Jt)(w).

In view of the linear relation between a, and Jt j, if follows that the quantities a¡

derived from Ii^w agree with those derived from w, i.e., aj(Ukw) = ay-(w). Thus

from (2.5),

i1 (nkw)(y)g(y)dy= Í aj* g^(y) dy + f pk + 1(y)g^(y) dy.
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where pk + x is derived from Hkw just as pk + x is derived from w. This shows that the

functions w and Tfkw produce identical expansions (3.1) except for the remainder

terms, which are different, though of the same order in m"1.
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